A complete and totally sealed system for existing or new cutter tools. A hydraulic sleeve with an easy press fit in each end of the tool are connected by a small channel in the body of the cutter. Pressurization of the entire unit is carried out either axially or radially using a high pressure grease pump.

**ETP HYDRO-GRIP® AH-50/60-55**

**Benefits and features**
- Minimizing grease volume and leakage
- Axially or radially pressurizing
- Improved performance - minimal runout
- Pressurizing with a high pressure pump

A complete and totally sealed system for existing or new cutter tools. A hydraulic sleeve with an easy press fit in each end of the tool are connected by a small channel in the body of the cutter. Pressurization of the entire unit is carried out either axially or radially using a high pressure grease pump.